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INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper (cf. [S] ). G. David and J. L. Journe obtained a charac- 
terization of the Calderon-Zygmund operators, in the sense of R. Coifman 
and Y. Meyer (cf. [6]). These operators are an interesting generalization of 
the classical singular integral operators of Calderon-Zygmund. In par- 
ticular, they include some classes of pseudo-differential operators, Cauchy 
integrals on Lipschitz curves, commutators of order IZ, etc. 
The Lp theory of these operators is now well understood (cf. [S]). In this 
paper we consider the HP theory (in the sense of Coifman and Weiss [‘7]) 
and obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let T be a 6-C-Z operator (see Sect. 1) such that 
T*( 1) = 0. Then, T extends to a continuous operator from HP into itserffor 
12p>n/(n+d). 
The proof of this theorem consists in showing that the image under T of 
a (p, co )-atom is what we call a (p, q, a)-molecule (see Definition 1.1). 
In the second part of the paper we introduce the class of strongly 
singular Calderon-Zygmund (C-Z) operators. Our study of these 
operators is motivated by the multiplier operators whose symbols are given 
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by e(il<l”)/l[la away from the origin. These multiplier operators have been 
studied by several authors (cf. [13, 17, 15, 9, 14, 11, 5, 31). 
In Theorem 2.1 we show that our strongly singular CZ operators map 
L” into BMO, extending a well-known result of Fefferman and Stein 
(cf. [ll]). Moreover, we show that a strongly singular C-Z operator T 
satisfying T*( 1) = 0 acts continuously on HP spaces for a certain range of 
values of p, 1 > p > p. (cf. Theorem 2.2). For convolution operators on aB, 
R. Coifman (cf. [S]) has obtained the continuity for the critical index pO. 
We are not able to prove HP0 continuity in the general case. However, we 
single out a class of convolution operators of strongly singular type, on Iw”, 
for which a general version of Coifman’s result holds (cf. Theorem 2.3). 
In the last part of the paper we consider applications of our results to 
obtain the HP continuity of certain classes of pseudo-differential operators. 
In fact, following a suggestion of Stein, we show that our class of strongly 
singular C-Z operators includes the pseudo-differential operators with 
symbols in S;: where 0<6<a< 1, (1 -a) (n/2)6b<n/2. The case 6<a 
was considered by Fefferman [lo]. 
1. &CALDER~N ZYGMUND OPERATORS 
Let T: Y --+ Y’ be a bounded linear operator. Following [6] and [8], 
we will say that T is associated with a b-standard kernel if there exists a 
function k(x, y) defined and continuous away from the diagonal in lP, 
such that 
IW> YI G ,xTy,n’ XfY 
IKT Y)-44 z)l+ IWY, X)-Wz,x)l Gc l;y;g:., 
if 2ly-zl <lx-z/ for some 0 < 6 < 1, 
(T(f), g) = j kb> Y)~(Y) g(x) 4 d x for f, g E Y with disjoint supports. 
If T is associated with a d-standard kernel, we will say following [6] that 
T is a b-Calderon-Zygmund operator if T can be extended to be a con- 
tinuous operator from L2 into itself. Every symbol p(x, 0 in the class g,, 
generates a pseudo-differential operator associated with a l-standard ker- 
nel, but this operator is not always continuous in L* (see [4]). On the 
other hand, given an amplitude a(x, y, 5) in the class Sy., with continuous 
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derivatives in the variables x, y, 5 up to the orders [n/2] + 1, [n/2] + 1, 
n + 2, respectively, the truncated integrals 
L,(f)(x) = 1 e-2”i(X-Y)‘4x, Y, 5) ~(4) f(y) dy 4 
converge in L* as E + 0, to a 1-C-Z operator (see [2] and [ 11). 
It is known (see [S]), that given an operator T associated with a &Stan- 
dard kernel and a function f  E L” n C", T(f) has a sense as a continuous 
linear functional on 5&, = (9 E Cr/J 9 = 0 >. Moreover, as is proved in [6], 
if T is a 6-C-Z operator, it can be defined as a bounded operator from L” 
to BMO. It is clear that if T is associated with a b-standard kernel k(x, JJ), 
T* is associated with the b-standard kernel k(y, x). Thus, T and T* are 
simultaneously 6-C-Z operators. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let T be a 6-C-Z operator such that T*( 1) = 0. Then, T 
extends to a continuous operator form HP into itself, for 1 > p > n/(n + 6). 
As usual, when proving this kind of result, we will give an appropriate 
notion of molecule and we will show that these molecules belong to HP and 
that T maps (p, c~)-atoms into molecules. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Suppose O< p< 1 <q < 00, c1 >n((q/p)- 1). A func- 
tion M(x) is a (p, q, a)-molecule if there exists a ball B(z, a) such that the 
following conditions are satisfied 
(M,) j IM(~)1~dx<ca”(‘-~‘~), 
(M2) j IM(x)Iqlx-zI~dx~caCL+“(l~q’P), 
(M3) jM(x)dx=O. 
Actually, to give a sense to condition (MS), we will prove 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M(x) be a function satisfying conditions (M , ) and (M *) 
in Definition 1.10. Then, M is absolutely integrable. 
ProoJ From condition (M, ), we get 
I [M(x)1 dx<clBI1~“P. B(w) 
Moreover, if q’ denotes the conjugate exponent of q, the function 
(x-zl-m’q is q/-integrable on W\ B(z, a). So, according to (M2), we can 
write 
I ~“\Wv) [M(x)1 dx< IIM~x-z~=‘~~)~. II Ix-zl -r’q/)q,<CIBll-l’P 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
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This lemma shows that a molecule behaves like a (p, I)-atom, with 
respect to B(z, a). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let M(x) be a (p, q, a)-molecule. Then, in the Ly sense, we 
have 
M(x) = f Ajaj, 
J=o 
where aj is a (p, q)-atom supported on B(z, 2’+ ‘a) and cjIAjIp < 00. 
Proof: The proof is quite standard and will be only outlined here. Let 
Bj = B(z, 2ja), j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and let IV, be the mean value of M(x) on Cj, 
where Co = B,, Cj=Bj-Bj-I, j=l,2 ,.,,. If xc, is the characteristic 
function of Cj, define ai( (M(x)-M,) xc,(x). It is clear that 
supp(aj) c Bj, j aj dx = 0. Furthermore, 
Using condition (M2), we readily see that 
llajllqG C2- /cd4 + dl/4 - l/P)] I Bjl I /Y - l/P. 
Thus, the series cj aj converges in Ly and aj can be written as njaj, where 
aj is a (p, q)-atom supported on Bj and C lAjlP < co. 
Moreover, 
M(x) XB, - f OIj= t MjXC,, 
j=O j=O 
where the left-hand side converges in the L4-norm to M(x) - cJco 01~. To 
take care of the right-hand side, we define a sequence {6,}, j = -1, 0, 1, 
2,..., by 
&,=jM(x)dx=O, Si= j M(x)dx, j=O, 1, 2 ,.... 
R”\B, 
Then, 
f MjXC,zj~o <sj-I-sj)lcjl-’ XC,=~~ol Bj-6mlcmI-1 XC,9 
j=O 
where Bj(X)=~j(ICj+IIpl xc,,, 
fBjdx=O. F 
- lC,l-’ xc,). Clearly, supp(/3,) c Bj+ r and 
ur th ermore, we can estimate /fijII, in the same way as Ilajl14, to 
obtain II~jllq~C2-~[“/~+“(1/~-1~P)]lBj+111/~-1~P. 
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Finally, 6,j C,I -’ x,-, + 0 as m + cc in the sense of 9’. In fact, if cp E 9, 
we have IS,ICJ’ j,-,, q(x) dxl<Cllcpll,. 16,,,1~0, since MEL’. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let T be a 6-C-Z operator such that T*(l) =O. Then, ifa 
is a (p, oo)-atom supported on B(z, a), n/(n + 6) < p Q 1, T(a) is a (p, q, LX)- 
molecule related to B(z, a), if 1 < q < co, n(q/p - 1) < a < q(n + 6) -n. 
Proof: We have to check that the function T(a) satisfies the conditions 
of Definition 1.1. Using the fact that a 6-C-Z operator extends to a con- 
tinuous operator from Ly into itself for 1 <q < co, we have 
s 
IT( dx< Cllall;d C* on(‘pq’P). 
On the other hand, 
s W”\B(z,Zo) 
since a is an atom supported on B(z, o), we have, for 
Ix-z1 >2j+‘a, 
Moreover, 
T(a)(x) = 1 CW, Y) - 4x, ~11 a(y) 4. 
According to the definition of a b-standard kernel, we have the estimate 
Therefore, 
I R=\B(r,20) 
IT(a)141X-zZ(O:dx<C f &7[a+d-l/P)j- pn+=-‘7(n+6)--dp 
j=O 2j+ IO 
Finally, since T(a) E L’ and 1 BI - ’ + ““a is a ( 1, co )-atom, we get 
O=(lBl- ‘+‘lpa, T*(l))=(T(IBI-l”‘Pa), l)=IBI-l+l’P T(a)dx. 
J 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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It is also possible to consider atomic spaces where higher moments 
vanish. But in that case, more regularity on the kernel k(x, y) is required. 
In the case of a convolution operator, the condition T*(l) = 0 in 
Proposition 1.1 can be dropped. 
2. STRONGLY SINGULAR CALDER~N-ZYGMUND OPERATORS 
Several authors (see [ 13, 17, 15, 9, 14]), have studied a class of mul- 
tiplier operators whose symbol is given by e’l~l”/I~IB away from the origin, 
0 < u < 1, B > 0. Fefferman and Stein have enlarged this onto a class of con- 
volution operators (see [ 11, pp. 142, 1581). Coifman has also considered in 
[S, p. 2731, a related class of operators, for n = 1. 
Motivated by these results, and the work of Macias, Segovia, and Bordin 
(cf. [3]) we introduce the following class of operators. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let T: Y + Y’ be a bounded linear operator. T is 
called a strongly singular Calderon-Zygmund operator if the following 
conditions are fulfilled. 
(S,) T extends to a continuous operator from L2 into itself. 
(S,) T is associated with a certain standard kernel. More precisely, 
there exists a function k(x, y) continuous away the diagonal on R2” such 
that 
IW? Y) - wx, z)l + IMY, XI - &, x)1 < c lxl’ ,$&,& 
if 
2(y-zl”<Ix-zl forsomeO<6<1,O<cr<l, 
(T, g) =s k(x, y)f(y) g(x) & dx, forf, gE Y with disjoint supports. 
(S,) For some (1 --a) n/2 < p < n/2, both operators T and T*, 
extend to continuous operators from Lq into L2, where l/q = s+ (B/n). 
If T has a standard kernel in the sense of condition (S,), given 
f~ L” n C”, T(f) can be considered as a continuous linear functional on 
go. The proof follows the one in [8] with minor changes and we shall omit 
it. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf T is a strongly singular C-Z operator, then T can be 
defined as a continuous operator from L” into BMO. 
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Proof. Fix a ball B(z, a) and consider first the case (T < 1. Given fE L", 
write f=f~~(~,~~~) +f(l - xBcr, 2tij) =A +f2. 
According to (S,), T extends to a continuous operator from L* into Lq', 
where l/q’ = 1 - (l/q) = $ - (/I/n). Thus, T(f,) has a meaning and belongs 
to Lq' c L'(B(z, a)). Moreover, 
J IT( dx< I&, 41”YH Kfi)ll,~ G NI-II,IW, ~)1”2+ 1’q. Bku) 
Thus, since (a/2) + (l/q) - 13 0, 
1 
I% a)l s 
I~~f,~l~~~~~IlfII,I~~~,~~l”‘2+1’q-1~~llflIm. 
B(w) 
When (y-z1 32a", Ix-z1 <a, we have 21x-zl”< Iv-zl and using (s2), 
we get 
cIx-z16 
IW, Y)-wz, r)l G ly-zl”+s,“’ 
Therefore, the function [k(x, y) -k(z, y)] f*(y) is integrable on y, if 
Ix - zI < CT. Moreover, 
s IW Y)-kk Y)I lf(~)I dyd W-II,. ly-zl32.9 
Let us now suppose that CJ > 1. In this case, split f E L" by 
fl = fXB(z,ZoP fi =f(l - XB(z,Zo)). 
According to condition (S, ), we have 
1 
I I&,~)\ B(z.o) 
IT( dx< W(w)l -1’211fil12~ W-11,. 
Now, if Ix-z1 <a, ly-z( $20, we get 21x-zl”<2aa<2a< Iy-zl. Thus, 
we obtain, 
Mx, Y) - Wz, Y)I If( dy 1 dx G W-II co. 
as required. 
This result extends Theorem 1 in [ 111. We remark that only the con- 
tinuity of T from L2 to Lq' was used. 
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To emphasize the fact that the operators we are dealing with are 
generalizations of convolution operators, it is sometimes convenient to 
denote the kernels by k(x, x-y). Furthermore, condition (S,) can be 
replaced by an integral one: 
(W j,x, 2 20” IW+z> X-Y) - W+z, x)1 dx + J,x/.zc+ Ik(x-y, 
x+z) - k(x,x+z)l dxdCfor (yl<a, c>O, ~~03’. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T a strongly singular C-Z operator such that 
T*(l) = 0. Let l/p0 = i+ (fi(S/cr + n/2)/46/a - 6 + /I)). Then, if 12 p >pO, 
T extends to a continuous operator from HP into itselJ: 
Remark. This theorem includes a result stated in [ 11, p. 1911. To see 
this set l/a = 1 -a’ + 1, 6 = 1, /3 = b = ,?(a - 1) + (an/2). The HPo-continuity 
is proved in [S], for n= 1. 
The critical case remains open. However, it is easy to adapt the l-dimen- 
sional proof, to get an n-dimensional version of Coifman’s result. In fact we 
have 
THEOREM 2.3. Let k(x) be a function, continuous away from the origin, 
with supp(k) c {(xl < 1 }. Moreover, suppose that for some 0 < j?, 6, q, 8 such 
that 0 < 8 <p + q/6 + q + (n/2), (n/2). (q/(q + 6)) 6 B c n/2, 0 < 6 < 1, we 
have 
IYT 
Ik(x-y)-k(x)lBClx,n+6+~ if 2lyl’-% 1x1, 
lk^(Ol d cc1 + ItI)-“. 
Then, k* can be defined as a continuous operator from HP into itself, for 
I> p 2 po, where 1~ l/p0 = 4 + (B/n). ((6 + q + n/2)/@ + q)). 
Proof: It suffices to show that k* maps continuously HPO into Lw 
(cf. [ 111). Let a be a (po, co )-atom supported on a ball B(0, r). First, sup- 
pose that r < 1. 
Let y < 0 to be determined precisely later. Split j (k * al JJO dx as follows: 
To estimate (I), proceed as follows: 
s Ik* aIn,dx<Cr”Y’(2’po)‘. Ilk*alj$o. 1x1 4 2r7 
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The hypothesis over k imply that the convolution operator k* is, in some 
sense, a slightly more general strongly singular C-Z operator. Nevertheless, 
using condition (S,) we get 
IIT(a)ll,W<C. IJqQ<C. IBIpo’q-l, 
where l/q = 4 + (/I/n). 
Finally, we get 
On the other hand, if 1x1 2 2rY, since supp(a) c { lyl <r} and r< 1, we 
obtain 
IYT 
IW-y)-&)I GC IXln+a+s 
whenever 0 < y < 1 - 8. Therefore, using that p0 > n/(n + 6 + r,~) we obtain 
IW-y)-4x)1 I~Y)I dy 1 “dx 
Our aim now is to choose y in such a way that both exponents in the 
estimates of (I) and (II), vanish. It is easy to verify that we should define y 
by 
y= Po(n+@-n 
po(n+6+q)-n’ 
Moreover, taking into account the hypothesis on 8, we will also get the 
condition 0 < y < 1 - 8. This gives the desired result when r < 1. 
Next, suppose that r 2 1. Split the integral j Ik * al JJO dx in two terms: 
Since (k * u)(x) = 0 when [xl> 2r, the integral (II) vanishes. 
On the other hand, 
I Ik* ~I~dx<Cr”~(~~~~)‘llk* u~J~oCC~~(‘-POIZ)IJ~II~~~C I.4 s 2r 
since k* is a bounded operator from L2 into itself. This concludes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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As in Section 1, to prove Theorem 2.2, we need an adequate notion of 
molecule. Since the number of parameters involved in the present case is 
larger, it seems better to start with the following lemma (see [3]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T be a strongly singular C-Z operator satisfying the 
hypothesis in Theorem 2.2. Let a be a (p, 2)-atom supported on B(z, a) and 
finally, let M(x) = T(a)(x). Then, M(x) satisfies the following conditions: If 
a> 1, 
(M,) {144(x)1’ dx< Ca”(‘-“P). 
(M2) j IM(x)121x-zl” dxdCa”+“(1-2’p), for some (2n/p)-n<A< 
n+(26/a). If a< 1, 
(M;) f jM(x)12 dx< Ca2”(‘/qS1’p). 
(M;) j JM(x)121x-z11 dx<Cap”+2n(1’q-1’p), for some (2n/p)-n< 
A < (V/(1 -PII 6 n + GW), 
n/2 + 6 - B 
‘= n/2+6/a “. 
M(x) is an integrable function such that j M(x) dx = 0. 
Proof To prove ME L’, we proceed as in Lemma 1.1. First, suppose 
that a > 1. Then, 
s [M(x)/ dx<CIBI’-“P. B(w) 
On the other hand, since 3, > n 
When a< 1, we use conditions (M;) and (M;), 
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Since the operator T can be defined as a continuous operator from L” into 
BMO, we can prove that j M(x) dx = 0, as in Proposition 1. Now we prove 
the conditions stated at the beginning of the lemma. Suppose g> 1. 
f 
IM(x)12dx<C. II~ll;<C-cr”(‘-~~~), 
j IM(x)121x--Z11dx$SB(120”) IM(x)121x-zl’dx 
+f 
IM(x)(21x-zlA dx 
R”\B(z,2o=) 
= (1) + (II), 
(I)GC(J 
i+n(l-2/p) since a<l. 
To estimate (II), we proceed as in Proposition 1, 
B(2,2J+2au)\B(1,2j+l~) 
IM(x)121x-z11 dx. 
If 21y-zlIx<20E<2 i+ I@ < Ix - zl, we get the estimate 
1 
2 
IW, Y) - 4~ z)l l4~)I 4 
a26 + 2n( 1 - I/p) 
~CIX42b+6/aY 
Thus, since A < n + (26/a), 
(II)<C T  
#+Zn(l- l/P)(po”)l-zdIa-” < c. 0aa+2n(l - I/p)-"na. 
j=O 
This can be majorized by Ca” +n(l- 2’p), since a < 1, A> n. 
Now, suppose that 0 < 1. 
I IM(x)12dx<C~ llall~~Ca2”(‘I~--~p), 
74 
We have 
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( I I ) =  f  j 
j-0 B(Z,21+2,p)\B(~,21+‘oP) 
lM(~)l~lx-z~~ dx. 
Since, 21y--z/“d2aad2aP < Jx-zl, we can use the same estimate as 
above. Thus, 
(1I)QC. 2 a26 + 241 ~ I/P)(2ia”)% - n - 2Sla < c . a2s + 2n( I - l/p) + p2 - p(n + 26/x) 
j=O 
=C.aPl+wllq--lP) since p = 
n(l- l/q)+6 
n/2+6/a ’ 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given a function M(x), we say that M is a (p, p, A)- 
molecule related to B(z, a), when M satisfies conditions (M,), (M2) if a > 1 
or conditions (M’, ), (M;) if a < 1 (see Lemma 2.1) and moreover, 
IMdx=O. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M(x) be a (p, p, A)-molecule. Then, in the L2 sense, 
M(x) = f ljaj, 
j=O 
where a/- is a (p, 2)-atom supported by B(z, 2’+‘a) and xi IAjI p < 00. 
Proof. First, suppose that a > 1. Since conditions (M, ) and ( M2) in 
Lemma 2.1 are exactly the conditions in Definition 1.1 for a = 1, q = 2, 
there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose, then, that a < 1. With the notation of Lemma 1.2, we have 
M(x)XBm= f aj+m~l~j-S,IC,I-l*c., 
j=O j=O 
According to condition (M;), we have 
llajl12 < C- (2ja)- w aPu2 + n(w? - l/P) 
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Since the exponent of 2’ is negative, the series cj aj converges in L2. 
Moreover, we can also write 
The exponent of Q is n(l/p- l/2) - 42 + pA/2 + n(l/q - l/p) = -(A/2) 
(1 - p) + p. Since cr < 1, we need ;16 Z/I/( 1 - p). On the other hand, c; ,, 
(2jy(l -PP-J.PP/~ < cc, since I > (24~) -PZ. llfljllz can be estimated in the 
same way. 
Finally, as in Lemma 1.2, M(x) xB,+ M(x) as m -+ co in L2 and 
~,lcA -l xc, + 0 as m + co in 9’. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Following a suggestion of Stein, we will now show that the class of 
operators given by Definition 2.1 includes pseudo-differential operators 
with symbols in the class S;j, where 0~6 <a< 1, (1 -a) n/2< b<n/2. 
The case 6 <a was considered in [lo]. More generally, we consider 
amplitudes p(x, y, t) in the class S;* b. If v(E~), O<E< 1, denotes an usual 
truncation function, we can prove that 
exists in L2 and that L extends to a continuous operator from L2 into itself. 
(See PI). 
We are going to show that L is an strongly singular C-Z operator in the 
sense of Definition 2.1. More precisely, we will verify condition (S;) instead 
of condition (S,). We assume that p has compact support in < and vanishes 
for 151 < 1, thus our aim is to get an estimate that does not depend on the 
support of p. 
Let II/ be a Cz function supported on (f f 151 d 2 >, such that c,“= ,, 
$(2-‘5) = 1 for I[[ 3 1. Define 
Pjk YT 0 =p(x, Y, 5) K-‘0, 
kj(X, U) = J e-2niu5pj(x, x - U, 5) d<, 
Km(x, U)= f kj(X, 24). 
j=O 
469/118/l-6 
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We will show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
s IK,(x+z,x-y)-K,(x+z,x)l dx<C for ZEKV, Ix/ 2 2P 
lyl <t, t >O, m=O, 1, 2 ,.... 
The proof is an adaptation of Lemma 3.3 in [16]. Let N= [n/2] + 1, 
(al Q N. 
(2’~)~ &(x+z, x) = (Zjx)= j e--2”iX~p(~+~, 0, 5) $(2-‘[) d5 
Since { 1<1”t8’ +bD~p(x + z, 0, <)} is a bounded subset of Sz,8, with bounds 
not depending on z, we have the estimate 
Thus, 
112 
Ikj(x+z,x)J dx<C2~[(‘-“)N+a”~21 (2’lxl)-ZN dx 
2 21’ (J I.4 3 2P > 
G q2jtyW2 - W. 
Furthermore, kj(X + z, x - y) can be handled in the same way, by consider- 
ing J e - 2nix5pi( x + z + y, y, 5) . d<. Therefore, 
s 1x1 t 21” ki(x + z, x - y) - kj(x + z, x)1 dx < C . (2it)a(“‘2 ~ N). 
Now, we are going to improve this estimate when 2jt < 1. In this case we 
write 
kj(x + z, x-y) - kj(x + z, x) = j e-2rrixt(e21riy5 - l)pj(x + z, y, 5) d< 
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Since leie- II< let< 161’ if lfYl< 1, O<s< 1, (eie-ll/lOl”~O, we 
observe that le2niJ’t - II< Cl~~l”l51”< C(2jt)=, on the support of 1&2-j<). 
JDp?YCI < Clyl IYI < c2-.i471(2jt) +l < C. 2-j”‘y’(2it)n, if (y( > 0. It follows 
that { I<l”‘p’+bDf[(e2niyc - 1) p(x+ z, y, l)] 8(2-j<)) is a bounded subset 
of $6, with bounds that can be majorized by (2jt)“, where 0 is a CF 
function such that 19$ = $, 151 - C on supp(B). On the other hand, using 
we see that 
IDfCPj(X+z, Y, O-pj(x+z, 0, 5111 G C. 151-bfn-a’p’l~l 
d c. 151 --b-4Pl . (2jt)a 
on supp($(2-j0). Thus, (ItI b+a’P’D~CPj(X +Z, Y, <)-Pj(x+z, 0, t)] 
8(2-‘5)) is also a bounded subset of Sz,s, with bounds majorized by (2jt)“. 
We have, 
II(~‘=‘x)~C~~(X + z, x-y) - k,(x + z, x)-J/j2 
< C2’“‘“‘(2’t)” 1 11 ll$l -a’e ~“D*-4/(2-j~)~~* 
gsz 
< c. 2j4*(2jty 
and consequently, 
s Ikj(x + z, x-y) - kj(x + z, x)1 dx 1.x > 2P 
6 cp*n/*(2jty 
1, 
(1 +2*9~(‘)-~dx dC(2’t)“, 1 
112 
I 
IK,(x+z,x-y)-K,(x+z,x)l dx 
1.x’ 2 2P 
d f min( (2Jt)U, (2it)u(“12 ~ 9, 
j=O 
If t > 1, the right-hand side can be majorized by c,y o 2j”‘“‘* ~ N) < co. Sup- 
pose t-e 1, let j, such that 2% < 1, 2”+‘t> 1. 
We can estimate the right-hand side by 
f 
24-h)+ f (2j-jo-l)a(n/*--NJ< m 
j=O j=jo+l 
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Since L* is the operator defined by the amplitude p(y, x, 0, the second 
part of (S;) can be verified in the same way. 
An integration by parts shows that Ft[p(x, y, t)](u) is a regular 
function for 1~1 > 0, so that we get the required representation of (Tf, g) 
when f, g have disjoint supports. 
To verify (S,), it suffices to recall that a pseudo-differential operator of 
order -6, maps L* into Li, the Sobolev space of order b. Finally, if 
p(x, y, 5) is an amplitude supported on { It1 6 1 >, L can be majorized by a 
convolution operator with kernel C/( 1+ 1x1)“, for an arbitrary m. 
We would like to point out that most of the analysis above, was carried 
out supposing the amplitudes where C” functions. Perhaps, more careful 
estimates would give the same results with less restrictive hypothesis of 
regularity. 
The condition L*( 1) = 0 for a pseudo-differential operator L* defined by 
a symbol q(x, <), simply means that L*( 1) = q(x, 0) = 0. Thus, the con- 
dition can be stated explicitly. Note that L* can be defined by a symbol 
whenever L is a properly supported operator, at least when 6 < p. 
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